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22 April 2020 

Hon. MEC Fundile Gade        
Department of Education 
Eastern Cape Provincial Government 
 
Dear Hon. Gade 
 
RE: DELIVERY OF SNP AND WORKBOOKS 
 

Thousands of learners in the Eastern Cape have relied on the School Nutrition 
Programme (SNP) for, in many cases, what has been the only meal they receive in a 
day. 
 
In extraordinary times, we need to take extra ordinary action to ensure that parents 
are able to feed their children, as opposed to listening to their cries of hunger. 
 
Since the closure of schools amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, thousands of learners 
have not had the opportunity to receive a meal through the SNP programme. The 
proposed phased return approach for the reopening of schools now means that 
many of these children could still be months away from receiving food through the 
SNP. 
 
The Department of Social Development has distributed food parcels to household in 
need, there is simply not enough funding available to meet the current needs. 
 
Schools have, however, received their budgets for the SNP and some schools have 
already bought supplies to feed learners. It is crucial that these funds and supplies 
are utilised to continue to feed learners. 
 
I hereby request that your department collaborates with the Department of Social 
Development, and consider reallocating a portion of the SNP budget to provide 
nutritional supplies to parents, so that they can prepare food at home. 
 
Because of the vast geographical landscape of the Eastern Cape and with the 
province having many outlying schools where learners reside a significant distance 
from the school, the departments of Education, Social Development and Roads and 
Transport could collaborate to make use of scholar transport contracts to effect the 
delivery of food to deserving learners on a weekly basis. 
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Using the same logistics, the Education Department could look at having workbooks 
and study material delivered to learners who do not have access to the internet, so 
that these learners can continue their education while our country fights the COVID-
19 pandemic. 
 
I await your favourable response. 

Thank you 

 

 

Hon. Yusuf Cassim MPL 
Shadow MEC of Education 


